RideCell Car Sharing
™

HOW IT WORKS

User downloads the app and
registers using their smartphone.
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RideCell validates the user’s identity and
driving records by comparing a scan of
the user’s photo with their drivers license.
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User makes a request for one of the many
nearby vehicles.

RideCell Cloud

Request is sent to the
RideCell Cloud.
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RideCell Cloud checks for
vehicle availability and sends
the request to the BMW
cloud.

Dynamic supply and demand
allows for cars to be
positioned where there is the
highest likelihood of customer
need.
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BMW Cloud locks the car into
reservation mode.

BMW Cloud

BMW Cloud sends a confirmation
back to the RideCell Cloud.

BMW SECURED COMMUNICATION
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RideCell Cloud

RideCell Cloud updates the user app
with a confirmation. The reservation
is good for 30 minutes.

Autonomous management
ensures real time vehicle
management and that they
are in excellent condition.
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User parks the car anywhere in the
BMW home area on completing the ride
while having the flexibility of making
multiple stops along the way.
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KEY TECHNOLOGY FEATURES
Centralized overview and fleet management so that our vehicles are
always available to you in excellent condition.
Real-time request monitoring so that you are always updated in real
time on vehicle availability.
Real time vehicle monitoring and proactive alerts so that if any
vehicle is low on fuel, needs to be charge or cleaned, we automatically
dispatch a supplier to fix the issue.
User friendly iOS and Android apps so that you have a seamless
experience.
Instant identity and driving license check using a smartphone so that
you can register in just a few minutes without going to a branch office.
Cashless payment so you can book your vehicle with just one tap.
Real time SMS and email so that you are always aware of the status of
your booked vehicle.
Dynamic supply and demand so that our vehicles are always available
near locations where you need them the most.

